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You know from experience what works best for you.
Covington’s great performance on small and

medium-sized farm operations has
proven itself since 1911.

®www.covingtonplanter.com

SPEED MASTER DUPLEXSPEED MASTER DUPLEXSPEED MASTER DUPLEXSPEED MASTER DUPLEXSPEED MASTER DUPLEX

Each unit has a two compart-
ment large seed hopper and
two large seed plates. Plates
are also synchronized so that
seeds drop alternately from the
two units, planting up to 6
mph. Order with or without
seed hopper extensions.

STANDARD DUPLEXSTANDARD DUPLEXSTANDARD DUPLEXSTANDARD DUPLEXSTANDARD DUPLEX

Each unit has a two compart-
ment seed hopper and two
seed plates. Plates are syn-
chronized so that seeds drop
alternately from the two units.
This allows increased speeds
(to 3-5 mph.)

®

Each unit has a one-com-
partment seed hopper and
a single seed plate. Also
features an adjustable tilt
bracket. Planting speed var-
ies by crop between 2 to 4
mph.
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The best farmers find ways to be successful. With the re-
cent advent of “sundown” farming, Covington sales have
seen an increase both nationally and internationally. Check
these features and see why your next planter should be a
Covington.

• Easy to set up and operate.

• Beds, plants, fertilizes in one operation.

• Seeds are always planted exactly in the center of
fertilizer streams so seeds do not come in contact
with fertilizer.

• Plant up to 6 mph (with Speedmaster Duplex Grain
attachment).

•Adjustable row widths, fertilizer flow and seed dis-
tribution.

• Low initial cost and economical maintenance.

. . .for planting gin-run cotton.
With a vegetable drilling at-
tachment (not shown) small
seeds such as turnips, collards
and mustard can be planted.
Easily interchangeable with
hardware provided.

COTTON DROPPING ATTACHMENTCOTTON DROPPING ATTACHMENTCOTTON DROPPING ATTACHMENTCOTTON DROPPING ATTACHMENTCOTTON DROPPING ATTACHMENT

For gentle seed handling, Covington grain attachments
feature a divided delivery design and an inclined seed plate.
With only a small amount of seed in the front section, there is
no pressure on seed being lifted by plate cells.

GRAIN ATTACHMENTSGRAIN ATTACHMENTSGRAIN ATTACHMENTSGRAIN ATTACHMENTSGRAIN ATTACHMENTS

. . . increases traction in any
type soil. Flexing of tire
sheds heavy or wet soils.

RUBBER TIRERUBBER TIRERUBBER TIRERUBBER TIRERUBBER TIRE



TP-6A SIDE DRESSERTP-6A SIDE DRESSERTP-6A SIDE DRESSERTP-6A SIDE DRESSERTP-6A SIDE DRESSER TP-66 PLANTERSTP-66 PLANTERSTP-66 PLANTERSTP-66 PLANTERSTP-66 PLANTERS TP-707 CULTIVATORTP-707 CULTIVATORTP-707 CULTIVATORTP-707 CULTIVATORTP-707 CULTIVATOR

  OVINGTON  PLANTER  COMPANY introduced
     its first mechanical planting and fer-

tilizing equipment in 1911, a significant
achievement in the early years of this century.
Since then Covington has continued to produce
reliable equipment for small and large opera-
tions.

The contributing element to Covington’s
success is dedication to building high quality,
cost effective planters that are innovative, yet
simple to operate.

Covington Planters are designed to fer-
tilize and plant all row crops, including gin-
run or delinted cotton, peanuts, beans, grains
and vegetables in one easy operation. You can
depend on Covington to give you accurate
depth control on uneven land and trouble-free
planting without clogging from trash and other
debris.

This brochure presents the Covington
Planter product line . . . a line who’s high stan-
dards deliver quality performance at a price
farmers can live with.

The TP-46 features a time-tested design that is both simple
to operate and simple to maintain.

This planter has proven itself as a true “work horse.” The
TP-46 is available with or without the cotton planting at-
tachment. For planting all other seeds three optional grain
attachments are available (see back panel).

Features:

• Vibrator fertilizer distributor

• Presser wheel-driven seeding and fertilizing units

• Adjustable fertilizer flow

• Adjustable seed depth

C

The TP-61 features a rotary type fertilizer distributor which
is independently ground driven for consistent flow of fer-
tilizer. Quick removal of the planters (2 bolts) leaves this
fertilizer attachment in place for side dressing crops as they
are cultivated. Planters handle seeds gently using inclined
plates at speeds up to 6 mph (with SpeedmasterDuplex
Grain Attachment).

The TP-61 Planter is easy to set up and operated. It beds,
plants and fertilizes in one operation placing seeds between
two fertilizer streams so they are not damaged from con-
tact with fertilizer.

The TP-68 is a toolbar-mounted planter with parallel link-
age floatation for following uneven terrain. Quick depth
adjustment, by moving a spring-loaded pin, makes it the
farmer’s “friend.” The TP-68 is available in a close-row
model (MD3R shown) which places seeds in parallel rows
9” apart.

Research at Auburn University Experiment Station, Head-
land, Alabama, has shown an increase in peanut yields of
about 10% when using close-row spacing verses standard-
row spacing.

The 16” wide press wheel seals both drills and leaves a
smooth surface for band spraying herbicides.

OUR 1-ROW PLANTING UNITOUR 1-ROW PLANTING UNITOUR 1-ROW PLANTING UNITOUR 1-ROW PLANTING UNITOUR 1-ROW PLANTING UNIT

Sturdy and efficient, the Covington two-row Side Dresser
mounts quickly and easily on a cultivator frame. Vibrator
pan handles hard, lumpy fertilizer at any distribution speed.
Spout spacing is available for any normal width rows.

 TP-3A TP-3A TP-3A TP-3A TP-3A     (with Wood Box - Not Shown)(with Wood Box - Not Shown)(with Wood Box - Not Shown)(with Wood Box - Not Shown)(with Wood Box - Not Shown)
This planter is identical to the TP-46 except that it features
a fiberglass fertilizer hopper for better corrosion resistance
and sealed ball bearings on the presser wheel and disc as-
semblies.

Covington’s 1-row cultivator was specifically designed for
the small acreage farmers. It features spring steel shanks
and a removable rear bar which makes planter mounting
and dismounting a simple and easy operation.

This complete planter matches the lasting quality of
Covington’s line of planters, for garden and multi-purpose
single-row planting. Easy and quick installation. (Shown
with and includes one TP-46 planter, a TP-706 opening foot,
and a TP-707 cultivator).

(All planters sold by the row; cultivator frames and toolbars sold separately. See back panel for further information on grain attachments and other options.)
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